EXTRA\textsuperscript{sup} project toolkit and Endorsement of Open Badges to foster student mobility
What is Confederal University Leonardo da Vinci?

A consortium of 2 universities (Poitiers & Limoges) & 1 engineering school specialized in aeronautics, Isae-Ensma

= Open Badges on international mobility-related skills
An incredible alignment of planets

French law on equality & citizenship / Bologna Ministerial Meeting / Groundswell on badges in France / Launch of a local consortium + national association + epic 2018
Badges are tools of trust living in networks and communities

Open Badges...because you’re worth it
why are badges the best tools today & how to make the most of them?

1. Badges allow for *informal recognition* of skills acquired in non-formal and informal contexts

2. Badges help understand what skills are

3. **EXTRA** toolkit guides the co-design of badges through a quality approach (PDCA) which gathers all stakeholders around the table

4. **Badges allow for a community to contribute, recognize and endorse**
How can HEIs recognize extracurricular activities of students and guarantee their quality?

One size does not fit all.... Methodology is the only way:

A toolkit made of:
- 3 steps
- arguments / information / questions / use cases / 3 suggestions

#EXTRA sup
« My international pathway » badge: co-designing between students and HEI (skills, proof, etc.)

Abroad: Identify endorsers / explain what badges are / have badge endorsed

Back home: Final endorsement by HEI

Show badge, part of OB Community in HEI
Thank you!

@UCLdV / @Cbelan_Menagier

What are Open Badges?

- badge name
- badge URL (description)
- badge criteria
- badge image
- issuer
- issue date
- recipient
- tags
- alignment (standards)
- expiration date
- evidence URL